
If you think you’ve been hearing a lot about paddleboard yoga, you’re certainly not the only 

one. In perhaps one of the fastest growing fitness trends, yoga beginners and experts alike have 

been flocking to the water. While yoga already has substantial health benefits, like 

strengthening your core and toning stubborn muscle groups, your balance and concentration is 

an even greater priority when on the water.  

Fitness and yoga enthusiasts alike have stepped up to the challenge as the trend continues to 

grow, boasting outstanding health benefits, as well as a scenic landscape that no gym can 

match. If you’re thinking about dipping into paddle board yoga, an essential item is found in the 

name itself: a sup yoga board. Having the right board is crucial, as anything you do on the water 

carries a certain element of danger. Listed below are the best paddle boards for yoga currently 

available on the market.  

1. ISLE 10’5” Versa Stand Up Paddle Board & Adjustable Carbon Shaft 

With over 20 years of experience manufacturing sup paddle boards, ISLE has managed to create 

a dynamic, durable board for all skill levels, perfectly matched for yoga experts and first-timers 

alike. 

Its length and rounded design deliver greater stability and increased versatility when balancing 

on water. At 27 pounds, its grooved handles enable fluid transportation from car to surf. 

Happily, for those who strive to be eco-friendly, their lightweight board is manufactured with as 

little waste as possible. With its user-friendly nature and durable construction, the ISLE 10’5” 

Versa is one of the best SUP boards for yoga. 

2. Ten Toes iSUP Inflatable Standup Paddleboard SUP, the WEEKENDER  

For those concerned about transporting a big board back and forth, the inflatable WEEKENDER 

is a great option from the best sup boards for yoga. Just inflate it at the beach, and deflate it 

when finished. Easy transportation and compact storage make this sup yoga board incredibly 

user-friendly. 

The inclusion of an air pump and a repair kit offers extra security for those long days on the 

water. After yoga ends, the included paddle allows for versatile use of this standup 

paddleboard. 

Made of sturdy material, the WEEKENDER ensures long-lasting durability and can hold up to 

250 pounds. 

3. Lotus YSUP Inflatable SUP Board 

With its stylish design and sleek construction, it’s no wonder that the Lotus YSUP model has 

been hailed as one of the best paddle boards for yoga. Yoga enthusiasts will love the additional 

traction offered from the thick top layer of foam, making those trickier balancing acts more 

feasible. 



It's widened frame offers a greater sense of balance and control on the water. Dense, durable 

material ensures that your board will remain intact and keep you afloat. 

Its convenience is not to be understated: just deflate your Lotus board, and bring it home 

comfortably with the included shoulder strap carrying case.  

4. SharkSUPS 10´6" Inflatable Stand Up Paddleboard Set 

For the beginner who wants one of the best sup boards for yoga, The SharkSUPS inflatable 

board fits perfectly. This slender board comfortably supports your movements through rivers, 

lakes, and oceans. 

With speed and stability, the SharkSUPS paddle board is designed to keep you afloat, and you’ll 
feel more in tune with every pose with this sturdy yoga board.  

Innovative methods of transportation make getting to the water as smooth as possible. This 

inflatable board deflates and fits into a compact, rolling suitcase. As an additional bonus, the 

included waterproof phone case makes capturing that perfect yoga pose possible. 

5. Aqua Marina Perspective New Beginner Inflatable Stand-up Paddle Board 

Perhaps the simplest and best SUP for yoga beginners is the Aqua Marina Perspective model of 

standup paddle boards. Unique to this board is the additional side chambers, built to maximize 

stability and increase confidence while on the water. 

A wide standing area allows ample room for movement, an important factor in any yoga 

sequence. Shift your weight and stretch freely with added protection from a larger, more stable 

surface. 

With its colorful, geometric design and durable construction, this stand up paddle board is the 

perfect fit for those who are just beginning to explore sup yoga. 

The Bottom Line on SUP Yoga 

While paddle boards have traditionally been thought of as a creative take on canoeing or 

kayaking, the paddle board has certainly evolved. With more and more people increasing 

awareness on health and fitness, the yoga community has thrown away their mats and traded 

them in for the sup yoga board.  

After all, it is hard to resist the empowering and unique opportunity to tone muscles and 

increase stability while surrounded by miles of beautiful water. Nature acts as both as 

motivator and provider in this feat of strength and balance on the board. It’s refreshing, 

challenging and, for many, life-changing. 

By choosing the right board, sup yoga beginners and experts alike can easily experience this 

adventurous—and wildly popular—new workout.  


